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Abstract

Most existing methods of salient object segmentation only focus on foreground cues such as contrast, or background cues such as boundary connectivity. Another problem is that they have used redundant information to generate an acceptable saliency map such as variances in different color spaces, multi-scale features and so on. In this paper, we propose saliency detecting with a diffusion model; use optimal seeds generated from foreground statistic cue, i.e., the compactness. Each superpixel is considered as a node and a fully connected graph is constructed to calculate the global compactness of each node. Then the local connected graph is constructed by only considering adjacent nodes, and compactness is diffused by applying a quadratic energy model to generate a coarse saliency map. After that, boundary prior is combined with the coarse saliency map for further eliminating the background. Experiments on three benchmark datasets including MSRA 1000, ECSSD and DUT-OMRON show that compared with other seven state-of-the-art methods, our model achieves stable and excellent performance. Parametric sensitivity analysis and time consumption are given to prove that the proposed method is stable and efficient.

1 Introduction

With the development of computer science and artificial intelligence, saliency detection has been a hot field especially since recent years. Information obtained from images or video streams is sufficient enough for some tasks such as image matching [7], robot localization [25], automatic collage creation [10] and so on. While in high-level real-time tasks, simple but efficient methods are needed as a pre-processing step, which emphasizes the importance of saliency detection [4]. From the viewpoint of psychology, people are likely to focus on the most different part within the range of vision [3]. Based on this consideration, three branches are developed according to [8], denoted as Visual Attention Modelling (VAM), Salient Object Detection (SOD) and Salient Object Segmentation (SOS) respectively. Among them, we focus on the SOS problem in this paper, which is also called saliency detection in many works [20, 32, 33].
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Most of current methods start either from foreground cues or background cues. In foreground-based methods such as contrast-based methods [6, 14, 17], they extract color features in different color spaces and various texture features from original image, and then measure the differences between patches or regions. In background-based methods such as graph-based methods [15, 22, 30], they construct a graph with all superpixel-nodes, and set nodes adjacent to image boundary as background, after that they measure the difference between other nodes and background. However, single cue is not always enough to segment salient object in an image. Intuitively, more robust performance can be achieved if independent foreground and background cues are combined, as shown in Fig. 1.

As we consider salient object segmentation as a pre-processing step of more complex tasks, we focus on bottom-up methods that are driven by images themselves. Inspired by diffusion-based models [22, 30], we integrate independent foreground and background cues with a quadratic energy model. We introduce existing models in Sect. 2. Sect. 3 describes compactness and the quadratic energy model. We show comparative results in Sect. 4. Finally conclusion in Sect. 5. There are three contributions of our work:

1) We propose compactness as an independent cue to extract foreground, and then apply quadratic energy model to diffuse saliency.

2) We analyze the difference between ordinary optimization model for saliency detection and the quadratic energy model.

3) The proposed model has a stable and competitive performance under either simple or complicated background with high efficiency.

### 2 Related Work

Two intuitive ways to segment salient objects includes: 1) find out regions that are most different from other parts in image; 2) suppress repeated patterns or regions to pop out foreground parts. Popular salient object segmentation methods solve this problem either in spatial domain or in frequency domain. Existing methods that model bottom-up, low-level saliency can be roughly divided into the following three categories.

**Contrast-based models** Contrast-based models include both local and global contrast based methods. Inspired by early representation model of C.Koch and S.Ullman [17], Itti et al. [14] suggested using a set of "center-surround" filters to extract various local contrast including
color, intensity and orientation in different scales, and saliency map was generated from their linear combinations. Similarly, T. Liu et al. [21] made a linear combination of multiscale contrast to produce pixel-level saliency. In [6], M. Cheng et al. proposed a histogram-based contrast method to measure saliency, and improved it with region-based contrast. D. Zhang et al. [32] used superpixel-level contrast to extract intra-saliency. Perazzi et al. [24] defined element uniqueness and element distribution of superpixels according to their contrast and then assign saliency to each superpixel.

**Frequency-domain methods** As patterns that appear more frequently are more likely to be background, X. Hou et al. [13] extracted the spectral residual of an image in spectral domain and constructed the corresponding saliency map in spatial domain. C. Guo et al. [12] pointed out that the phase spectrum is the key in calculating the location of salient areas. J. Li et al. [1] proposed hypercomplex Fourier transform and convolved the image amplitude spectral with a low-pass Gaussian kernel to suppress background. Radhakrishna et al. [19] analyzed spatial frequency content retained in saliency maps of different methods and used DoG band pass filters to find image saliency.

**Graph-based models** B. Jiang et al. [15] formulated saliency detection via absorbing Markov chain on an image graph model, and then separated background from salient objects according to the absorbed time. C. Yang et al. [30] proposed a graph-based manifold ranking model to detect salient objects with boundary nodes as background seeds. Based on this model, Q. Wang et al. [27] added connectivity with and within boundary nodes in order to catch global saliency cues. W. Zhu et al. [33] proposed boundary connectivity to measure how likely a region belongs to background, and then solved saliency detection with an optimization model with boundary. K. Chang et al. [5] constructed a graph model to integrate objectness and saliency with an energy function, and improved their estimation by iteratively optimization. Y. Wei et al. [28] exploited boundary and connectivity as priors and proposed geodesic saliency for object level saliency detection.

Our proposed work concerns graph-based model on superpixel level. We define compactness to find foreground seeds and then use boundary prior as a complement. Thanks to this new measurement, we are able to estimate the number of salient objects so that it improves robustness under different cases, which will be explained in later sections.

### 3 Hierarchical Saliency Detection with Quadratic Energy Model

#### 3.1 Overall Framework

Given an image over-segmented by SLIC [2], our model aims to assign saliency for each superpixel-node, as shown in Fig. 2. First, we calculate the global compactness of each node and diffuse it to generate coarse saliency. Next, we build a diffusion-based model to extend the coarse saliency according to the local relationships, reflected by adjacency within the graph. Finally, saliency map is integrated with background cue to remove image boundaries effect.

#### 3.2 Coarse Saliency Map Generation

As we see, low-level cues from original image such as contrast and texture are not strong enough to produce a perfect saliency map. However, statistics based on these cues can be
Figure 2: Pipeline of the proposed algorithm, including graph construction, compact area detection, compact area diffusion and boundary cue integration. Nodes in the graph are superpixels.

surprisingly effective, e.g., the color histogram used in [6]. In wireless spectral sensing, false alarm and missing detection are two complemented tools to sense the utility of the channel [9, 31]. In domain adaptation, sources from multiple domains are collected to improve final decision [11]. Inspired by these ideas, we consider background and foreground from two independent aspects. On one hand, a widely-used rule is that repeated patterns or colors are more likely to be background [12, 13, 19], such as grass, sky and so on. However, some parts in foreground may be considered as background in this way, as illustrated in Fig.4, which corresponds to false alarm. On the other hand, salient objects or areas are always in a relatively compact status. As compactness is a global concept so that some small parts in foreground may be missing in detection, which corresponds to miss detection.

Compact Area Detection

Given an input image $I$, first we over-segment it with SLIC [2] algorithm, thus we derive a series of superpixels $P = \{p_1, p_2, \cdots, p_n\}$. As shown in Fig. 3, each superpixel is considered as a node so that a fully-connected graph is constructed to detect compact areas globally. The weight of each edge is set to 1. In CIELab space, mean color and mean location are calculated of each superpixel, noted as $\{c_1, c_2, \cdots, c_n\}$ and $\{x_1, x_2, \cdots, x_n\}$ respectively. Then, the compactness $s_i$ of superpixel $p_i$ is measured as follows:

$$
\frac{1}{s_i} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{\|x_j - x_i\|^2}{\|c_j - c_i\| + \varepsilon}
$$

where $\varepsilon$ is a small value to avoid zero-denominator. It is noticed that, when superpixel $j$ has similar color with superpixel $i$, it is expected that superpixel $j$ is close to superpixel $i$ in space. If lots of superpixels which are similar to superpixel $i$ in color space distribute dispersively among the image, in other words, have a large spatial variance, then we can assume superpixel $i$ belong to background. On the contrary, a small dispersion indicates the compactness of superpixel $i$.

Suppose there is a node located in three different positions $A$, $B$ and $C$, as illustrated in
According to the definition given by Eq. 1, node compactness in position \( A \) is the largest, and in position \( C \) the smallest.

Figure 3: Illustration of compactness: a superpixel-node represented by a grid. Nodes in four different positions \( A, B, C \) and \( D \) are discussed.

**Compactness Diffusion** Note that in Fig. 3, compared with position \( C \), the node located in position \( D \) which has a similar or the same color as it in position \( C \), however, because position \( D \) is the center of the green area, node \( D \) has a grater compactness than node \( C \). In order to detect a uniform salient area, a diffusion model is applied to eliminate this inequality.

Inspired by the idea of [22], we set the detected compact areas as optimal seeds, and build a graph-based diffusion model. At this time, a local structure is adopted, in which we only consider adjacent superpixels as shown in Fig. 3. Weight of edge between superpixel \( i \) and an adjacent superpixel \( j \) is assigned according to the similarity

\[
    w_{ij} = e^{-\frac{||c_i-c_j||^2}{\sigma^2}} \quad (2)
\]

where \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation of all pairs of distance in color space. Then the affinity matrix \( W = (w_{ij})_{i,j=1,2,\ldots,n} \).

Given compactness value of each node as \( \{s_1,s_2,\ldots,s_n\} \), a diffusion model assigns a saliency value for each node that minimizes the energy function of the form

\[
    y = \arg\min_y \sum_i^n (y_i - s_i)^2 + \frac{1}{2} \lambda \sum_{i,j} w_{ij} (y_i - y_j)^2 \quad (3)
\]

where \( \lambda \) is used to balance the two terms. Note that this model is very similar to CRF models [21, 23], it can be solved by Gaussian edge potentials [18]. However, taking into account the efficiency, we choose to solve it with Laplacian graph [26] as the same as in [30]. The optimization problem has a closed form solution

\[
    y^* = (I + \lambda L)^{-1} s \quad (4)
\]

where \( L \) is the graph Laplacian matrix [26]. The degree matrix \( D \) is defined as the diagonal matrix with the degrees \( d_1, \ldots, d_n \) of each node

\[
    d_i = \sum_{j=1}^n w_{ij} \quad (5)
\]

Then the unnormalized graph Laplacian matrix \( L = D - W \) [26].
3.3 Integration with Boundary Prior

As we mentioned before, the first drawback of compactness is the in-equality, which results in incomplete segmentation. It is eliminated by the diffusion model in Eq. 3. Another drawback is that some parts of background around the center of image may have a relatively high compactness so that it will be considered as foreground, as shown in Fig. 2 (c). To further pop out background, the widely-used boundary prior is integrated with the former result, where nodes adjacent to image boundaries are more likely to be background.

Set \( b = b_1, b_2, \cdots, b_n, b_i \in \{0, 0.2, 0.8\} \) as the vector that indicates whether a node belongs to background, 0.8 for boundary-adjacency nodes. Integrate boundary prior with former saliency by point-wise multiplication

\[
\mathbf{s}_b = \mathbf{y}^* \cdot (1 - b)
\]

While background is relatively continuous, i.e., as shown in Fig. 3, nodes near boundaries are likely to be part of background. Therefore, we replace the former compact seeds \( \mathbf{s} \) with \( \mathbf{s}_b \), and diffuse the saliency with the model again

\[
\mathbf{y}^*_\dagger = \arg\min_{\mathbf{y}_\dagger} \sum \limits_i (\mathbf{y}_\dagger - \mathbf{s}_b)^2 + \frac{1}{2} \lambda \sum \limits_{i,j} w_{ij}(\mathbf{y}_\dagger - \mathbf{y}_{\dagger,j})^2
\]

3.4 Analysis about Quadratic Energy Model

Note that in RBD [13], the authors proposed an optimization model similar to our quadratic energy model. Actually, a difference between these two models is that in their optimization model, background and foreground weights simultaneously influence the model, therefore, these two cues sometimes could be conflict, as shown in Fig. 4. The top part is considered as foreground according to background detection (b), while it belongs to background in foreground detection (c). However, in a quadratic energy model, first optimal seeds are chosen, and then the model is applied to diffuse coarse saliency indicated by those seeds. Additionally, boundary connectivity may fail under two cases. The first case is for images that have a frame around image boundary, such as photos with frames, or drawings with frames. The other case is that part of objects is adjacent to image boundary, such as feet. Whereas, our quadratic energy model is able to overcome the negative effect of boundary cue, because the diffusion is applied after its integration with foreground cue.
4 Experiments and Results

To evaluate the performance of our model, we compare it with seven state-of-the-art methods, i.e., MR \([30]\), RBD \([34]\), SF \([24]\), GS \([23]\), HC \([6]\), DSR \([11]\) and DRFI \([16]\) on three public datasets including MSRA 1000 \([21]\), ECSSD \([29]\) and DUT-OMRON \([30]\). The dataset MSRA1000 contains 1000 images. Although they have a large variety in content, the foreground is always relatively prominent among the whole image. Therefore, we choose ECSSD dataset, which contains 1000 images that have a relatively more complicated background. DUT-OMRON is a newly built dataset, which contains 5168 images that have a large variety not only in content but also in size with complicated background, thus, is the most difficult one. We choose these three datasets to evaluate the performance and robustness of our algorithm under different cases.

4.1 Metrics

We adopt the canonical precision-recall curve and F-measure to compare with other methods. Specifically, PR-curve is obtained by binarizing the predicted saliency map with a threshold varying from 0 to 255, and F-measure is calculated with the formula given in \([1]\)

\[
F_\beta = \frac{(1 + \beta^2) \text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\beta^2 \text{Precision} + \text{Recall}}
\]  

(8)

where \(\beta^2\) is set to 0.3 as done in \([29, 30]\) to emphasize precision, and the given threshold is twice the mean value of a saliency map. Also, we use mean absolute error (MAE) to measure the difference between predicted saliency map and the corresponding binary ground truth.

4.2 Performance

In our experiments, we empirically set \(n = 200\) and \(\lambda = 0.1\), and parametric sensitivity analysis is given in the next section. PR curves, F-measure and MAE of all the eight methods on MSRA 1000, ECSSD and DUT-OMRON datasets are shown in Fig. 5. As mentioned before, MSRA1000 is the simplest dataset so that most methods perform well on it. Specifically, most methods achieve F-measure higher than 0.8, among which our method achieves the highest. ECSSD is more complicated than MSRA1000, so that performances of methods like SF \([24]\) and HC \([6]\) drop heavily. While our method outperforms most methods except DRFI \([16]\). DUT-OMRON dataset is the most complicated one, similar to the result on ECSSD, our methods still achieve a comparable result compared with the other methods. Note that MAE values of all methods except HC \([6]\) on ECSSD and DUT-OMRON datasets are close to each other, approximately ranging between 0.15 and 0.20.

As mentioned before, we consider salient object segmentation as a pre-processing step for high-level tasks, so it is expected to be efficient. Time-consumption of each method is given in Table 1. We can see that even though DRFI \([16]\) works best among all datasets, it takes about 10 seconds to test an input image, due to the feature-extraction on multi-level segmentation \([16]\). HC \([6]\) is the most efficient, however, its performance is not good enough, as shown in Fig. 5. Among the rest methods, our algorithm takes the least time to achieve an excellent and also robust result.

To have an intuitive concept of the performance, we give a visual comparison of images chosen from the three datasets, and corresponding results are listed in Fig.6. As discussed
Figure 5: Comparison on Precision-Recall curves, F-measure and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of eight methods on three benchmark datasets: from top to bottom are MSRA 1000, ECSSD and DUT-OMRON.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>RBD</th>
<th>SF</th>
<th>GS</th>
<th>MR</th>
<th>DRFI</th>
<th>DSR</th>
<th>HC</th>
<th>Ours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time(s)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Matlab</td>
<td>Matlab</td>
<td>Matlab</td>
<td>Matlab</td>
<td>Matlab</td>
<td>Matlab</td>
<td>Matlab</td>
<td>Matlab</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Time consumption of different methods

in Sect. 3.4, boundary connectivity [33] fails to determine the true background boundary when a frame exists around the content, as shown in the second image. The fourth image shows that our method is robust to multiple separate objects. Note that in the sixth image, the foreground has a lower lightness than background, so methods such as HC [6] that use only global contrast will falsely take foreground as background. As only boundary prior is used in MR [30], the background is easily effected by detected foreground during diffusion, as the last row shows. Among the results of all methods, ours have the best uniformness.

4.3 Parametric Sensitivity

Our algorithm takes two parameters, the amount of superpixels $n$ and the weight coefficient of affinity $\lambda$. We examine the sensitivity to $F_\beta$ w.r.t. each parameter by fixing another one, as shown in Fig. 7. We can see that $F_\beta$ is relatively not sensitive to the amount of superpixels $n$ or weight coefficient $\lambda$. Therefore, it is flexible to segment input images into superpixels according to its size. A larger $n$ results in slightly higher $F_\beta$, while more computational cost. A smaller $\lambda$ promises better segmentation results, and effect of optimal compact seeds shows more importance in simple background than complex background.
Figure 6: Saliency maps generated by different methods

Figure 7: Parametric sensitivity analysis: (a) shows the variation of $F_\beta$ w.r.t. $n$ by fixing $\lambda = 0.1$; (b) shows the variation of $F_\beta$ w.r.t. $\lambda$ by fixing $n = 200$

5 Conclusion

This paper proposed a new framework for salient object segmentation via combination of compactness and boundary prior. Optimal seeds are set as those compact super-pixels and quadratic energy model is applied to diffuse compactness. Boundary prior is combined with the coarse saliency map generated by previous diffusion. We then re-apply the quadratic energy model to derive the final uniform saliency map. Experiments on three benchmark datasets have shown that our method achieves state-of-the-art result with high efficiency.
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